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Learn German AnywhereIf you have trouble finding time to fit in language lessons, All-Audio

German is the perfect solution. Developed by the experts at Living Language, this program is

designed for people on the move. You can learn German as you drive, work around the house, or

exercise at the gym.No Reading RequiredAn English-speaking narrator guides you through 35 short

lessons. Just listen and repeat after native German speakers. Vocabulary, Grammar, Dialogue, and

CultureBegin with vocabulary and grammar basics before hearing a lively dialogue that includes the

most current German idioms and usage. Interactive exercises reinforce what you've learned. You'll

also learn some intriguing facts about German customs and culture.

Audible Audio Edition
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Program Type: Audiobook
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This audio course is good. I do think it would be a little fast for a complete beginner to use in their

car, but for those who already have some knowledge, it's perfect. On the contrary, it would be fine

for a complete beginner to use at home when they're able to devote plenty of attention to the

lesson.The lessons aren't very long. Each lesson consists of about 7-9 parts which in total would

last for about several minutes. Though you are supposed to go over each one a few times until you

understand the lesson.It does teach some grammar, although i recommend a separate book for that

for more understanding in why some things are said a certain way.One thing that bugs me about

this course is that between the german man woman who are talking in the exercises, the man

usually says some things quickly and unclear, which can be frustrating at times. You'll find yourself

going back several times trying to hear what the guy said. This course does come with a booklet,

but it only covers the main conversation of each lesson, then it includes some vocabulary for that

lesson which is great. At the back of the booklet are some simple and basic grammar tables which



can be very useful.I definitely recommend this course to any beginner.

This audio CD has helped me a bit with my German. It's good to get used to hearing the language,

and it does provide useful practical words and information. My only hang-ups about this product is

that they speak really fast and I found myself constantly rewinding to hear everything. If they had

spoken the words more slowly and enunciated on the sounds, it would've been far easier to interpret

what was actually said. Still a decent buy for a cheap price.

This is my fourth purchases from the Living Language All-Audio series. These are great to rip to

mp3/iTunes and listen to in your car during a long commute. A book is included for when you have

some time to sit down, but you can participate in the lessons entirely aurally. Really enjoy the

structure of these courses.

I have gone through only two CD's so far, and already I can tell that the overall format is fantastic.

This CD's covers everything from basics ... the alphabet, numbers, days of week & months, and

also makes use of modern verbage. It also includes bits of useful information on culture ... as to

what is accepted or not. What makes this CD a very good tool is that it does use English to tell you

what is being said, and it also quizzes you at the end of each lesson ... asking you in English to

speak & answer in German. The answer is then spoken in German, after a comfortable pause, to

check yourself. As with most lauguage learning tools, repetition is the key, and it is easily done via

CD.

Very useful for working on proper pronunciation and learning spoken vocabulary in preparation for

travel to German speaking countries. "ALL AUDIO" does include a small bocklet which simply lists

vocabulary learned in each lesson. I would like to see this bocklet beefed up a bit.

As described. Arrived in time. Nice tool to start learning German.

I was disappointed by this CD set. For the most part there is no apparent method to the madness.

You are given a random english word or phrase and the german translation. Most of the time with

no  to give you time to repeat the phrase in german. Some sections have a little order. It takes you

through days of the week, counting, months. And all of the information was accurate. But overall it

seems like I was listening to an audio english to german dictionary. I would recommend checking



out Pimsleur's language program. It is a much better program...though much more expensive.

Cheers.

This was pretty good, listened to it in my car for a few weeks before I went to Germany for my first

visit. It is an easier way to learn. Just pop it in and learn. Won't make you an expert, but very helpful.
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